We write f{r) = a . A generalized sequence zz will be said to converge to a number a if for every e > 0 there exists a £ Y such that \a -a\ < e tot r > a (cf. (ii) For every cf> £ <2(M), fcp(X )dp is a convergent generalized sequence. (iii) [cf>(X )dp exists and is convergent for each cp in a collection K that generates a separating class in &(M).
Proof. It is enough to show (iii) =» (ii). We may assume a is a separating class in (2(M).
The proof is then the same as that for ordinary sequences, applied to X for each strictly increasing sequence r(n) £ Y. for some a, and (2) cp is arbitrary at ± 00.
Then K0 generates a separating class in C(M), since the characteristic function of any interval [b, oa) is a bounded pointwise limit of differences of members of J\n.
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It is clearly desirable to have to check the convergence of fcp(X )dp fot as few c^'s as possible.
The following observation is useful in this respect, though it will not be needed in §2.
Lemma. Let cp and 8 be Borel functions on M such that fcp(X )dp and fd(X )dp converge and such that fcp V 8(X )dp is bounded above. Then fcp V 8(XT)dp converges. have E(cp(X ))> E(cf>(X )) tot any cp £ K , where K is defined in Example 1. That is, fcp(X )dp is a monotonie generalized sequence for each cp £ K .
Since f\ X \dp is bounded, so is fcf¡(X )dp, fot each rA £ K . Hence, since fcp(X )dp is monotonie, it is also bounded, for each cp £ K . As usual a bounded, monotonie generalized sequence must converge. By the corollary to Theorem 1, X must converge almost everywhere on fi to a finite or infinite limit. The boundedness of F(|X |) shows that the limit is finite almost everywhere, so Theorem 2 is proved.
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